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Dear ABC, 
 

Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com 
 

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic 
principles since 2000 and have serviced over a million customers with our free 
and premium services. We have prepared your 2018 Love & Marriage Destiny 
Report: 
 

It can be read under the following heads: 
 

 General trends for love & marriage 
 Overview for one year -2018 
 Good periods for love & marriage 
 Suggestions 
 Remedies 
 Month wise trends in love & marriage destiny  
 

General trends for love and marriage 
 
 Your birth ascendant is Libra. 
 The symbol of the Libra is 'Balance'.  
 The ruling planet of the Libra is Venus and the element is Air. Fridays are 

said to be lucky days for Libra.  
 The strengths of a Libra are patience, balance, gregarious, loving, 

affectionate, cheerful, energetic, and a social nature.  
 Weaknesses of the Libra include indecisiveness, carelessness, prone to 

indulgence, and being overly emotional and sensitive. 
 The Libra is the seventh sign of the Zodiac.  
 You will find a Libra to be extremely nice and polite.  
 Libra loves being around people and often serves as mediators between 

quarrelling parties.  
 A Libra will most always appear cheerful. Libras are very independent 

individuals and do not take orders well. 
  Libras are intelligent and excellent listeners. They can also be naïve and 

restless.  

http://www.indastro.com/
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 A Libra can bring laughter to the dreariest of circumstances. They are 
happiest when the people surrounding them are happy as well.  

 They do not like friends to be sad or upset.  
 Libras take their time weighing pros and cons of a decision before 

committing one way or the other. 
 Your ruling planet Venus is in the sixth house and is in conjunction with 

Jupiter.  
 The sixth house of the horoscope represents the diseases, enemies, 

opposition, disputes, legal cases, loss, accident, stamina to fight back, 
success in competitive exams, difficulties, struggle, maternal uncle, loans, 
service to others, contract, domestic pets and body part: waist.  

 This house basically covers matters related to your enemies, health 
problems, debts, obstructions and service to others.  

 Presence of Venus in the sixth house energizes these locations of your life.  
 Due to this you may tend to become impulsive at times while discussing 

domestic matters, which will neither do you nor your family members any 
good.  

 You are advised to be more responsive to others' views, and be less 
imposing. Health needs to be watched. 

 Saturn is the ruling planet of love. It is in the fifth house.  
 The fifth house is the house of education for a child, birth of children for a 

young person and spirituality in middle and old age.  
 This house indicates worship of God.   
 The fifth house represents the higher education, intelligence, emotions, 

karmas of previous life, change or break in professional life and Body Part: 
upper abdomen.  

 This house basically covers matters related to your children, status and 
creative powers.  

 This house represents loving relationships, love marriage, social networking, 
authorship, media studies and creativity. 

 Presence of Saturn in the fifth house is favourable for higher learning, loving 
relationships and progeny. 

 The ruling planet of getting married is Mars. Mars is in the fifth house of 
love and is in conjunction with Saturn, Sun and Moon.  

 This enhances the chances of getting married to a loving partner.  
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 Marriage prospects will be good through social networking and also in close 
friend’s circle. Mars is combust by Sun. This causes delay in getting 
married. 

 

Overview For One Year -2018:  
 

 Mercury is the ruling planet of the ninth and twelfth house.  
 The ninth house basically covers matters related to your level of luck, 

interest in religion & spirituality and level of morality.  
 This house is also called as the house of fate and destiny. This house 

signifies the father, luck, spiritual tendencies, devotion, learning, 
pilgrimages and association with religious people. 

  In modern context this house indicates events management, show business, 
long distance trips, and jobs in voluntary organizations, charity, social 
network, global connections and jobs in multinational companies.  

 The twelfth house is the last house of the horoscope. 
  It brings expenditure on health and family needs, disturbed sleep, worries, 

investment, hospitalization, foreign journeys, getting settled in a foreign 
country, trade with a foreign country, love and physical chemistry between 
the couple, spiritual practitioners the events beyond your control.  

 In modern context the twelfth house indicates jobs in agencies funded by 
foreign investors, corporate sector and multinational companies.  

 Mercury is in the fourth house.  
 The fourth house basically covers matters related to your parents, domestic 

harmony and the level of happiness in life.  
 This house is called “Sukhesh” means the house which gives happiness from 

all luxuries in house, conveyance, comfortable life and luxuries, domestic 
happiness, education which gives satisfaction means education of own 
choice.  

 This house also represents mother, property, home atmosphere, domestic 
happiness, female family members, parliament, attainment of post, thrown 
and improvement in the standard of living.   

 This period energizes these locations of your life. 
 This period indicates new beginnings in love life.  
 This can be a favourable period to release any painful or disappointing 

romantic involvements that just aren’t going anywhere.  
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 You may be pushed to sniff out that torch for good.  
 If you’re single, you could click with a soul-mate when you least expect it.  
 You could also meet someone who seems an awful lot like a soul-mate, but 

just doesn’t follow through with grand promises.  
 The twelfth house does rule fantasy, so before you start drafting a wedding 

invite list, get to know each other a little better.  
 This would not be the time to ditch your sensible ways, not matter how 

swept off in passion you feel. Love life will improve during June-October 
2018. 

 You will be under the influence of the sub-period of Ketu during 24 October 
2016-21 October 2018. Ketu is in the third house. 

 The third house of the horoscope represents the siblings, efforts made by the 
native to achieve goals in life, short journeys, communicative skills,  talent, 
servants, subordinates, longevity of parents, friends, social network, 
neighbors (good or bad relationship with them), right ear, shoulder, arm, 
letters and quick writing, all extracurricular activities like: sports, singing, 
dancing and painting.  

 This house basically covers matters related to your initiative, courage, 
competition, communications ability, siblings, friends and other associates. 

 This period energizes these locations of your life. This period will be 
favourable for travel, to enhance your social connections and spend time 
with a loved one. 

 

Good periods for love: 
 

 6 June-23 October 2018 
 

Good period for marriage/chances of marriage, if not married:  
 

 6 June-23 October 2018 
 Transit of Jupiter in Virgo which is the eleventh house is favourable for 

love.  
 Transit of Saturn on the natal Saturn is also favourable for love. 
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Suggestions for success in love and marriage: 
 

 You may see occasional differences with your lover or partner or spouse. 
 Since no birth chart is entirely free from such afflictions, you will need to 

handle your love life and marital life with some care and attention to keep it 
as mutually enjoyable as possible. 

 You will do well to remain fair and square in your thoughts and actions and 
opt for frank dialogue in case you face any issue. 

 Flexibility and adjustment should be the key for a better marital life. 
 Try to spend more time with your lover or spouse and take all important 

decisions after mutual discussion. 
 In case you are yet to marry, make sure to match both horoscopes in details. 
 You will be highly susceptible to the charm of the opposite sex and thus it is 

important to take care to avoid getting entangled in needless complications 
before or after marriage. 

 

Remedies: 
 

 Distribute sweets along the poor children on Tuesdays. 
 Feed red colour fruits/vegetables to monkeys. 
 Feed sweets to children on every Tuesday.  
 You should take care of a widowed/deserted woman. 
 Worship God on Tuesday.  
 Eat sweet food on Tuesday and food should be without salt. 
 While boiling milk, make sure that it does not boil out of the vessel. 
 Give some donation to the orphanage on Tuesday. 
 

Remedies for early marriage: 
 
 Wear new clothes during marriage talks. 
 If you are short of good proposals wear yellow clothes on Thursday and 

white clothes on Friday. If these clothes are new, that’s better.  
 Do it for 4 weeks and you will surely get good proposals? However, no cloth 

should be repeated. 
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 If marriage negotiation is breaking down repeatedly after reaching final 
stages, make it a point to put off shoes/slippers before entering the room 
where talks are taking place. 

 

Part Two: Month wise trends in love & marriage destiny 
January 2018:  
 

 During this month you shall be dealing with some challenges and changes in 
your professional life.  

 Your career and social life continue to keep you busy, barely leaving time 
for romance.  

 While it can be tough at times, with the right boundaries and direct 
communication, you’ll both become closer in the end.  

 It’s possible that you or your romantic partner could be kept apart due to 
work or family obligations. 

  Fortunately, Skype and other video chat options are plentiful make this 
happen. 

 

February 2018:  
 

 Getting enough couple time builds intimacy, opens communication and 
strengthens your bond, which in turn strengthens your relationship. 

  This month is favourable for love. You will be spending quality time with 
your significant other.  

 This can help rekindle the spark in your relationship or make it burn brighter 
and hotter than ever before. 

 

March 2018:  
 

 This month is good for romance to be flourishing and your feelings are 
expanded.  

 You should enjoy and delve into your emotional and artistic outlets.  
 You will be in the mood for a vacation fling, parties, fun dates, or moving 

around with a loved one.  
 A flirtation could turn into a full-scale affair.  
 Travelling together or finding other ways to expand and grow as a couple is 

the key of a successful relationship. 
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April 2018: 
 

 This month is favourable for love.  
 This is a great time to flirt, plan a few memorable dates, and go all out on 

the pleasure, glamour and affection.  
 You will declare your love for your companion in a sweet, respectful and 

comprehensive way.  
 You will be able to take short trips and spend loving moments with a loved 

one.  
 There will also be opportunities to get closer and more committed than 

you’ve been—to really experience being “as one” with the person you love. 
 

May 2018: 
 

 This month is good for romance to be flourishing and your feelings are 
expanded.  

 You should enjoy and delve into your emotional and artistic outlets.  
 You will be in the mood for a vacation fling, parties, fun dates, or moving 

around with a loved one.  
 A flirtation could turn into a full-scale affair.  
 You’ll have no problem attracting admirers - or igniting the spark with your 

current love.  
 Travelling together or finding other ways to expand and grow as a couple is 

the key of a successful relationship.  
 Although you have a tendency to prefer being mysterious, open 

communication can be the key of success. 
 

June 2018: 
 

 This month brings love, romance and excitement.  
 Use this month to discuss those hidden feelings and fears that are blocking 

you both from taking things to the next level.  
 This is the perfect time to surrender, give it up and let it go.  
 Picture yourself releasing your past pain to helpful guides, white light, or 

whatever image offers a sense of relief.  
 It's never too late to make a change. What happened in the past is not very 

important--it's the future you're eyeing now.  
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 It’s possible to create/make a relationship that’s both stable and exciting at 
once.  

 

July 2018: 
 
 This is an excellent month under which you bring more harmony and 

pleasant interactions with a loving partner.  
 Chances of travel for leisure shall be there. You may explore what your 

partner likes and enjoys doing.  
 You should, of course, be getting to know or already know the person fairly 

well, but she will certainly appreciate you taking the time to learn more 
about each other.  

 For example go to a city-park and enjoy the outdoors and don't be afraid to 
express your love. 

  Go for a walk; ride on the swings or just chill in the grass. You could also 
make lunch together and bring it to the park for a romantic picnic. 

 

August 2018: 
 

 For your relationship to be and remain juicy and wonderful, like every living 
thing, it must be fed and fuelled.  

 After you take care of yourself, your relationship deserves to be your next 
priority, since it is the very relational foundation on which all that all else 
lies.  

 It needs to be tended to, nurtured and revitalized to keep romance alive and 
evolving.  

 Small steps, like holding hands and making eye contact, are easy to overlook 
in the face of busy schedules and responsibilities, but they can be key to 
keeping your love life exciting.  

 Your love relationship can get closer while you share time and activities to 
keep the relationship thriving.  

 This is the time to express your love and spill your most loving thoughts.  
 Commit to spending quality time together on a regular basis.  
 Even during very busy and stressful times, a few minutes of really sharing 

and connecting can help keep bonds strong. 
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September 2018: 
 

 This is a favourable month overall for romance and affair.  
 You will be in the mood for a vacation fling, parties, fun dates and moving 

around with a loved one.  
 Spontaneous playfulness, singing, dancing, or lovemaking may add zest to 

your time together. 
  Music and movement open you up. You are at your best to express yourself.  
 So make use of this harmonious time and enjoy the placid level of love.  
 

October 2018:  
 

 This month brings mixed results.  
 Healthy relationships are built on give and take. If you expect to get what 

you want 100% of a time in a relationship, you are setting yourself up for 
disappointment.  

 Healthy relationships are built on compromise, and it takes work on each 
person’s part to make sure that there is a reasonable exchange.  

 

November 2018:  
 

 You might have different ideas with your partner.  
 However, different people cope with stress differently, and 

misunderstanding can rapidly turn to frustration and anger.  
 Keeping a sense of humour can actually help you get through tough times, 

reduce stress, and work through issues more easily.  
 Be respectful, positive, and polite, but keep realistic expectations from your 

partner.  
 The odds of any one relationship working out long-term are low, so chances 

are, this one won't work either.  
 When you're realistic in your expectations, you're not hurt and shocked if 

your date does a 180-degree turn.  
 Moreover, if the relationship lasts, you can be pleasantly surprised. 
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December 2018:  
 

 You might find yourself getting a little obsessive during this month.  
 If things have gotten a little complicated in your love life, you need to listen 

to each other without interrupting or taking things personally.  
 With lots of patience, you can get to the other side of a sticking point now.  
 This is the time to really connect on a deeper level instead of getting swept 

away by good looks and charm.  
 The root of improved relationship will be inner-confidence, contentment, 

and balance of mind. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blessings: 
Pt.Punarvasu 
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You may also like: 

 

2017 Career & Fortune  
• Twelve month career predictions 

• How to instictively consolidate upon the 
opportunties& do the right thigns in 2017. 

• Good periods to push ahead & progress career 

• Methods to adopt/avoid to make a difference in 2017 

 

Detailed Life Reading 
• 5, 10 & 20 Year Report 

• Find out events, opportunities & challenges for that 
period 

• Career & finances, family & children, love, 
relationships & marriage 

 

What will my life partner be like? 
• Physical & psychological description of your future 

love/life partner/ 

• Astrological remedies for a great love life  

• Request with Complete confidentiality 

 

Live Chat with Pt.Onkarnath 
• For Vedic advice & practical remedies on love / 

marriage matters 

• Speedy solutions of relationship problems 

• Better stress management and peace of mind. 
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